Abstract. We investigate macroscopic polymer lenses (0.5-to 2.5-cm diameter) fabricated by dropping hydrophobic photocurable resin onto the surface of various hydrophilic liquid surfaces. Due to the intermolecular forces along the interface between the two liquids, a lens shape is formed. We find that we can vary the lens geometry by changing the region over which the resin is allowed to spread and the surface tension of the substrate to produce lenses with theoretically determined focal lengths ranging from 5 to 25 mm. These effects are varied by changing the container width, substrate composition, and substrate temperature. We present data for five different variants, demonstrating that we can control the lens dimensions for polymer lens applications that require high surface quality.
Introduction
Glass has been the standard for high-quality optics due to its hard surface, making it polishable and scratch resistant. It also has a larger range of refractive indices compared with polymers (i.e., 1.5 to 1.9 compared with 1.5 to 1.7), meaning lenses can be thinner, and it can be melted together to create gradient index optics. Despite these advantages, polymer optics are an attractive substitute for glass materials because the starting materials are less expensive, less dense, and more break resistant. Advances in polymer materials have focused on increasing the index of refraction and improving the tooling for fabrication. 1, 2 Additionally, there has been ample research around using polymers to fabricate microlens arrays. [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] Taking advantage of the initial liquid state of many polymeric materials, polymer lenses are fabricated using a variety of methods. For example, manufacturers inject the liquid polymer into flexible molds. 9, 10 However, techniques that employ molds necessarily limit the surface quality of the optic due to the interaction between the polymer and the mold surface. Other methods use surface tension to create a lens shape, either by dropping the polymer onto flat surfaces or injecting the polymer between two liquids of different densities. 7, 11 These techniques are preferable since the surface quality is not affected by the roughness of solid surfaces. However, these have only been introduced on the microscale.
In this paper, we focus on manipulating the shape of macroscopic (0.5 to 2.5 cm) polymer lenses made using a system of two interfaces: one between a substrate and a liquid resin and the other between the resin and air. This is a similar concept to that used by Sun et al. 12 to produce microlenslets. The air-liquid-resin system allows us to take advantage of the surface tension of the substrate and wetting (i.e., spreading) of the resin to develop a controllable lens shape with a range of focal lengths from 5 to 25 mm. Since a small volume of resin spreads across the entire surface while the remainder forms a lens shape, we refer to our system as having pseudopartial wetting. 13 This partial wetting adds a manipulatable force due to surface tension along the substrate that acts to flatten the lens. In this paper, we present the effects on lens geometry due to varying the container width and manipulating the temperature and intermolecular spacing of the substrate liquids on which the lenses are formed.
Lens Fabrication, Analysis, and Repeatability
To fabricate the lenses, we used a micropipette to deposit a constant volume (0.2 ml) of a thiolene/methacrylate photopolymerizable resin on hydrophilic substrate in a container of known diameter. The photopolymerizable resin formulation is described in Baylor et al. 14 and is hydrophobic. The interfacial surface tension between the hydrophobic resin, hydrophilic substrate, and air results in a lensshaped object [Figs. 1(a) and 1(b)]. Upon exposure to UV light (Bacchus & Associates LS-100-2) with intensity 60 mW∕cm 2 at 365 nm for 200 s, the resin solidifies and maintains its shape on the substrate boundary [Figs. 1(c) and 1(d)]. Due to oxygen inhibition and partial wetting, there is a thin film of liquid resin across the surface of the substrate and the air-lens interface after polymerization. This film is removed from the lens by applying a small amount of acetone to the flat side and wiping clean. It is similarly removed from the container using acetone and methanol.
To preserve experimental conditions and increase fabrication efficiency, we constructed an array of wells using a polyethylene disk. The disk was placed in a larger container such that each well functions as an isolated experiment under the same test conditions, and many iterations can be performed at once (Fig. 2) . We smoothed the interior well surfaces to minimize irregularities and measured the diameter to a precision of 0.001 in. To measure the lens profile, we used an optical projection system and analyzed the photographs of the lens cross-section to extract a lens profile [Figs. 3 and 4(a)-4(c)]. Then we fit the profile to a Gaussian or a parabola and used the fit to determine the height-to-width ratio (HWR), as shown in Fig. 4(d) . The uncertainty for the data was found using the standard deviation of the fitted profiles. Finally, we found the focal lengths of the lenses using the fit parameters for each lens. For all the lenses, we found the radius of curvature at the center of the lens to approximate the focal length.
To determine whether it would be necessary to control for temperature, we fabricated lenses on deionized water at temperatures from 2°C to 80°C. The lenses were fit to Gaussian functions, and the data in Fig. 5 show that the temperature does not affect the HWR. We expect surface tension and density of deionized water to decrease with temperature. 15 We also expect that since we are using a small volume of resin compared with the volume of substrate, the resin will quickly equilibrate to the temperature of the substrate. In order to maintain a constant trend with temperature, these data suggest that the density of the resin must decrease with temperature at the same rate. Since all experiments were performed at room temperature with less than 2°C variation, we do not expect temperature to affect our results. Therefore, we did not control for temperature throughout these experiments.
Finally, we did notice a shift in our data taken by different researchers. While trends remained stable, the HWR values for a particular dataset were shifted in a systematic way for different researchers. We believe that this shift is due to each individuals' particular style of dropping the resin from the micropipette. Therefore, all our individual datasets are completed by one researcher. We recommend that for future experiments, a reproducible dropping method be developed.
Varying the Experimental Conditions
With the basic lens shape established, we are interested in how to "tune" the geometry by changing the surface effects that determine the shape of the resin on the substrate liquid. There are two attributes we vary to control lens shape: the degree to which the resin spreads and the surface tension of the substrate. We manipulate these characteristics by adjusting the width of the container and the composition of the substrate, respectively, and show that the HWR changes predictably.
Spreading
The pseudopartial wetting condition of our resin-substrateair system means that there is systematic spreading of the resin across the surface of the substrate. To demonstrate that this spreading plays a significant role in lens formation and determine the extent to which it does so, we vary the well diameter and fit the resulting lenses to Gaussian functions. Figure 6 (a) shows an exponential relationship between the well diameter and HWR of the lenses. The lenses made with the smallest beaker width are quite difficult to realize, as the well size approaches the lower limit of the lens width at volume 0.2 ml, leading to larger error bars for small beaker widths. To better understand this trend, we plotted the lens width against well diameter squared [ Fig. 6(b) ]. The well diameter squared values are used because they are proportional to the surface area of the well. Thus, we are able to see that the lens spreads linearly with increasing surface area of the substrate. The data points shown are averages of multiple trials, and we propagated error using the standard deviation of the height and width values from the fit to the lens profile.
To explore whether the interaction of the thin film with the well affects the HWR of the lens, we applied surface treatments that changed whether or not the resin could interact with the walls of a glass beaker. We used two surface treatments on glass beakers: Rain-X ® , which is used to prevent Fig. 2 An illustration of the disk-well system. Each well acts as a single container, yet all have the same substrate since they are all in a larger container. Thus, we are able to achieve multiple trials at once. water and polymer from sticking to glass, and silane (Gelest SIM6487.3, methacryloxypropyltriethoxysilane), which is used to adhere polymer to glass. The results of the Rain-X® test can be seen in Fig. 7 and show that the shape of the meniscus formed by the water at the beaker surface is very important to lens formation. Since the water surface was curved down to minimize interaction with the beaker surface, the resin drops were in unstable equilibrium and slid to the sides, forming a ring rather than a lens. The silane-coated beaker resulted in lenses with no significant difference in HWR from lenses made in uncoated beakers of the same width. This suggests that the resin may be interacting with the sides of the wells; however, currently this cannot be separated from natural spreading of the resin.
Substrate Composition
The substrate composition was also varied to observe the effect on the lens geometry. By adding different solutes to deionized water, we vary the surface tension (σ) of the substrate. As σ increases, the lens flattens as increased σ reduces the deformation of the substrate by weight. We used three different solutes to study this behavior: glucose (C 6 H 12 O 6 , Sigma Aldrich G-5400), sodium chloride (NaCl, VWR International VW6430-7), and methanol (CH 3 OH, Fisher Scientific A452SK-4). We chose these three solutes as they represent a spectrum of behavior. The glucose minimally increases the surface tension at high concentrations by decreasing intermolecular spacing. The NaCl ionizes in water, causing a tighter distribution of ions along the surface, similarly lowering intermolecular spacing and increasing σ, but to a much higher degree. The methanol, in contrast, increases intermolecular spacing, decreases σ, and has the most change in the Fig. 4 An illustration of the lens profiling process: (a) A lens before imaging; (b) the shadow projection captured by the camera. The pedestal shown was used to calibrate the image, (c) the trace of the lens profile compared with the image, and (d) the final profile and its mathematical fit. Note that the final profile and mathematical fit appear pixelated due to our imaging software; however, the original lens is quite smooth as shown in (a). magnitude of σ over the concentrations of interest. 15, 16 These trends are summarized with corresponding values in Table 1 .
We created substrate solutions with differing concentrations, which we will discuss as percent mass of solute (%m), and used them to make lenses. The NaCl and methanol lens profiles were fit to a Gaussian, while the glucose lens profiles were better fit to a parabola. The HWR of the resulting lenses was calculated from the fitted profiles. Figure 8 shows the HWR versus %m for the three solutes. All three datasets are fit to the same exponential function with the fit parameters shown in Table 2 .
The fit parameters provide physical insight into how σ affects the HWR with increased concentration. The y fit parameter corresponds to the HWR at zero concentration. Notice that the glucose data show a systematic trend but are shifted due to the fact that one person collected the glucose data and a different person collected the NaCl and methanol data. Although the fit is not sensitive to the value of A since its value is on the order of the error, the sign seems to describe whether the solute increases (þA) or decreases (−A) intermolecular spacing with increasing %m. t likely represents the strength of the effect of intermolecular spacing with increased %m. Notice that the magnitude of Δσ∕Δ%m, which will be denoted as jsj for compactness, correlates to the inverse of the magnitude of t. For example, methanol has the Table 1 The change in surface tension (σ) due to a change in percent mass (%m) for glucose, NaCl, and methanol. 15, 16 Note that σ does not change linearly when looking at a large range of values of %m. Thus, the calculated slope is a first-order approximation to give an indication of the extent of change in σ over the %m of interest. Table 2 .
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Conclusion
Using the container width and substrate composition of the fabrication system, we changed the lens HWR. We found that by varying these conditions, the lens HWR followed systematic trends related to specific means of changing the surface tension. To further develop this technique for fabricating macroscopic lenses, we recommend working with a polymer of higher optical quality such as polymethyl methacrylate or another photocurable, high-quality optical adhesive in order to study the optical properties of the lenses. Moreover, additional work is required to connect the measured physical properties of the resin and substrate to a predictive quantitative model in order to design a lens to a desired specification. This method provides a new way to fabricate macroscopic polymer lenses while leaving a smooth surface unimpaired by molds, and its further study will add to our ability to fabricate high-quality, macroscopic polymer lenses. 
